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Case Study from the Bjelovar Sub-Basin, Croatia

By T. MALVIC and I. RUSAN-

Absto'act
The first part of the paper con,siders the ba-
sic principles ofgeological risk calculation
(POS) based on regional geological anctly-
sis It includes estimation ofexpected value

for outlined potential hydrocarbon discov-
eries, and eventually calculation ofso called
'risk 

money'for available company budget.
The described methodology of geological
probability calculation is often applied and
adapted for characteristic geological set-
tings in dffirent petroleum provinces
around the world It was tailored and vali-
datedfor a comprehensive input dataset col-
lected in the petroleum province of the
Bjelovar Sub-Basin, adapted by dividing up
geological events into five probability
classes asfollows' l.00for proven, 0 75 for
highly reliable, 0.50forfairly reliable,0 25

for unreliable and 0.05 for an undefined
event. The methodology is applied to evalu-
ate a potential hydrocarbon discovery of
200,000 m' 1l,ZS8,0OO barrels) of recover-
able oil in the analyzed area. The POS of the
potential discovery is 28.48o% (in Paleozoic-
Middle Miocene play).
The second part considers the calculation of
net present yalue for the size ofpotential dis-
covery, which is I3.52 million USD. The in-
vestment risk for such a prospect (in men-
tioned play) was evaluated by using an expo-
nential utility function based on the com-
pany's budget of 50 million USD. The
amount of 850,000 risk-neutral dollars is
calculated as the certain equivalent to be in-
vested into potential discovery of the ex-
pected value of 2.42 million USD The pre-
sented methodology could be easily applied
to other Croatianparts ofthe Pannonian Ba-
sin System.

* En*rsdar*tFpm
Exploratory mature basins are generally
characterized by the limited number of re-
maining undrilled prospects and by the
smallish size of hydrocarbon volumes which
can be reasonably expected to be discovered.
In the case ofexploratory success, the deci-
sion to appraise and develop the small sized
mature basin discoveries would obviously
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depend on the discoveries'economic viabil-
ity. As a consequence, proving the economic
viability is, in a mature basin setting, of pri-
mary lmportance.
The authors of this article have, for some
time, assessed prospects of the Bjelovar
Sub-Basin. The sub-basin, located in North-
east Croatia, is part ofthe Pannonian Basin
System. The Bjelovar Sub-Basin shows all
the elements of an exploratory mature basin
and thus is considered the appropriate target
for economic viability analyses in mature
basin environments.
Following industry standards, the authors'
evaluations particularly addressed the risks
associated with hydrocarbon plays and pros-
pects To adequately honour the specifics of
mature basin conditions, those analyses
were complemented by assessments cover-
ing the investment risk and the related in-
vestment optimization.
In hydrocarbon exploration and production,
geological, economical and technical risks
are the main, yet not only risks to be dealt
with in the assessment of investment risks.
Tn a mature petro leum province.  min imiz ing
the geological and economic risks is the key
to success.
To adequately honour the mature basin con-
ditions in our investment risk assessment,
we went back to, i. e. chose the approach of
Cozzohno [2], which allows an estimate of
acceptable risk money for selected expected
monetary values (EMVs; [4]) of postulated
discoveries. Obviously, the "Cozzolino ap-
proach" complements the standard eco-
nomic risk assessment which comprises (i)
the assessment ofthe geological risk, and (ii)
the assessment of the economic risk,
whereby the latter based on net present
value (NPV) calculations represents the
integration of economic value and geologi-
cal risk calculations.
To arrive at the aimed assessment of the in-
vestment risk and investment optimization
in the Bje lovar  Sub-Basin.  an in tegrated
study was performed, dealing with the fol-
lowing issues in consecutive order:
(1) the regional and petroleum geology of

the sub-basin, with emphasis on the criti-
cal factors

(2) the geological risk, expressed as percent-
age probability of finding hydrocarbons
in the target

(3) the economic risk, by integrating NP!
risk money and geological risk, and

(4) the investment risk, by essentially re-
viewing the risk money involved.

The data available for the investigation deal-
ing with the investment risks relative to pro-
jects of the Bjelovar Sub-Basin, and as in-
ventoried by the above items (l) to (4), are
exclusively publicly accessible data. Obvi-
ously, the study benefited from the investi-
gations performed by one of the authors
(Malvic) to obtain his master (1998) and
PhD (2003) degrees [6, 7]
In the above context it is also noted that none
ofthe considered probabilities and financial
values were taken from official or comDanv
owned reports.

€ T&ee Regienal Setti*g sf t8re
RieFevar Sub"Easi:r
The Bjelwar Sub-Basin covers an area of
2900 km' and represents the southern part of
the Drava Depression, i. e. the western mar-
gin of the Pannonian Basin System (Fig. l).
It is considered a mafure hydrocarbon prov-
lnce.

The thickness of Neogene-Quaternary
clastics, overlying Mesozoic and Paleozoic
rocks, reaches a maximum of 3000 m The
most significant hydrocarbon potential is at-
tributed to Lower and Middle Miocene
clastic, coarse-grained reservoirs. Those
reservoirs, of which the Middle Miocene
reservoirs are the main ones, are associated
with underlying reservoir units, which are
fractured and weathered basement rocks
Both Miocene and Basement reservoirs are
controlled by a common hydrodynamic sys-
tem. The Lower and Middle Miocene reser-
voirs and traps are situated at depths be-
tween 800 and 1500 m. Additional reservoir
potential may exist in the remains of algal
reefs and siliciclastic breccia (Fig. 2).The
second group of reservoirs is that of Upper
Miocene sandstones. These sandstones are
characterized by very variable reservoir
properties. The reservoirs occur at depths of
less than 1000 m. The prospectivity of the
reservoirs is negligible, reflecting poor res-
ervoir properties and the shallow depth of
burial. whereby the latter obviously iauses
hydrocarbon degradation by meteoric wa-
ters (Fig. 2).
Source rocks of Ottnangian to Sarmatian age
are postulated to be present within two major
synclines of the sub-basin at depths from
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Fig. 1 Geotectonic position of the Bielovar subdepression ffrom 12; modified and published in 9l

1600 to 2500 m.In those, oil maturity (ITTI
: l5) was likely to have been reached in the
deepest parts 16,'71. A significant part of the
hydrocarbons was derived from the north-
western part of the Drava Depression (Fig.
1). Within the Drava Depression, the proven
source rocks are represented by mudstones,
marls and siltstones of Lower Miocene to
Badenian age. With burial depths greater
than 3000 m [ 1 ], they reached a high level of
thermal maturation.
The sub-basin hosts a great number of hy-
drocarbon fields and * as a mature basin -

has been intensely drilled. Consequently,
this is reflected in the wealth of data. They
provide a reliable geological database ofthe
studied area. This is particularly the case for
field and reservoir data. The reservoirs'po-
rosities vary in Miocene sandstones between
15 and 25o/o, in the breccia between 5 and
15%, whilst the fractured basement rocks
are charactenzed by secondary porosities
from 1 to 5oh. Horizontal permeabilities
vary from 0.05 to 336 millidarcies (mD).
The effective thicknesses of the reservoirs
are between I and 15 m, they are related in
sandstones mostly with fluvial subfacies, in
breccias (and partially conglomerates) with
alluvial fan subfacies.
The majority of analyzed fields are in the
late stage ofproduction. Production started
from the late sixties to early eighties. Total
original hydrocarbon in place (OHIP) in the
sub-basin is estimated at approximately 44 x
10u m'of oil arrd4250x 10u m'of gas. Inthe
fields, the water cut varies from 50 to 90%
The studied area is defined by several plays
and related prospects. Each play can be char-
acterized by several prospects having simi-
lar geological features [11, 15]. Two main
plays have been identified:
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(1) the Paleozoic basement rocks and Mid-
dle Miocene breccia play, and

(2) the Upper Miocene sandstones play.
The stratigraphic position of both plays is
shown on Figure 2 As will be shown beiow,
the geologic risks ofboth plays were calcu-
lated.

Using regional structural maps and palin-
spastic restorations ofthe sub-basin 16,11, a
detailed structural analysis was made. Data
analysis showed that a new prospect would
be smaller in size than previous discoveries,
as it is expected to contain on average some
200,000 mt of recoverable oil reserves (1.26

Fig,2 Geological section with includes five geological categories - central part of the Sub-Basin
[modified trom 8; published in 9]
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Fig.3 Geological events classified in five probability classes [9]

x 10u barrels). The USGS [14] published a
similar value of 1 x 10u barrels as minimal
recoverable oil in the potential discoveries of
the Zala-Drava-Sava Mesozoic and Neo-
gene petroleum systems. As indicated by
Figure 1, the Bjelovar Sub-Basin is part of
the Drava Depression petroleum system.

$ &*s*ssx*ss?t *$ €$t* &*e***:g€*x*
ffi*sk* Fct ttu€F #$*frerw;xr S#fu"&m*6ct
Since many years probability calculations
are in use to assess the geological risk of
E&P ventures. Expert teams estimate the
probabilities ofa group ofparticular geolog-
ical risk factors by using numerical values
ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. Optionally, experts
may also decide to employ geological proba-
bility tables published for different petro-
leum provinces around the world or to use
those probability tables, yet correct them
within certain ranges, reflecting their own
data and knowledge base.
Obviously, introducing the probabilistic ap-
proach reflects the lack of certainty when
predicting the presence or absence of geo-
logic factors ("play parameters") which con-
tribute to the success in finding hydrocar-
bons. The probabilities arrived at have to
however likewise be considered as a subjec-
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tive value reflecting the applied methods,
the database or the human factor. It means
that different companies, teams and experts
will use different approaches or databases,
and obtain different results for the same play
or prospect.
The geological probability is represented by
the simple multiplication of five geological
risk factors (Equation 1) The result repre-
sents the Probability of Success (POS) and
describes the probability that hydrocarbons
could be discovered.

POS - p(tmp) . p(reservoir) . p(source-rocks) '

p(migration) . p(HC4reservation) (1)

From equation (1) it is obvious that the ap-
proach applied in this article is based on the
evaluation offive risk factors, i. e. trap, res-
ervoir, source rocks, migration and hydro-
carbon preservation. Exploration experts are
partly used to employing seven risk factors,
i. e. employing in addition the factors seal
and coincidence. Yet, this risk identification
which was taken from White [16], proved
adequate to cover the Bjelovar Sub- Basin
conditions. Moreover, similar calculations,
based on five factors, were previously car-
ried out for some potential discoveries in se-
lected parts ofthe Sava and Drava Depres-

sions. Maintenance of that approach ren-
dered a valuable means of comparison.
An appropriate geological database, includ-
ing the characteristic geological events, was
derived from available data published in pre-
vious regional studies ofthe Bjelovar Sub-
Basin [6,7]. The database was created inAc-
cess and linked to the executive computer
code program in the Delphitt language
The probabilities ofeach ofthe risk factors
are described by several probability classes
(mostly five or more, depending on ap-
proaches). Each class has unique discrete
numerical values in the range between 0 and
1 that describe the probability of occurrence
of selected events. Five probability classes
are defined here in order to indicate equal
importance ofall possible geological events.
We have defined the five probability classes
in our own system describing the geological
events as follows:
1.00 - proven geological event,
0.75 - highly reliable predictable event,
0.50 - fairly reliable predictable event,
0.25 - unreliable predictable event, and
0.05 - missing event/undefined parameter.
It will be noted that our system gives special
attention to the lowest probability class, i. e.
to the 0.05 event. The "undefined parameter"
addresses the lack ofinformation. It does not
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primarily identify an event of
low probability, but suggests
that the probability can not be
estimated from the available
dataset. This attribution to the
lowermost probability class
recognizes that we are dealing
with a mature basin, where the
per se unusual lack of data
and./or knowledge is likely to
refiect poor conditions (of
whatever type).
Based on the approach de-
scribed above and considering
the inventory of geological
events as depicted in Figure 3.
the main plays of the Bjelovar
Sub-Basin were assessed for
their risks - with the followrns
results:
(l) the play called "basement rocks and

Miocene breccia" has a geological prob-
ability value of 28%o for a new hydrocar-
bon discovery,

(2) the "Upper Miocene sandstone" play is
characterized by a significantly lower
value of 13% (not promising).

4 Y*r* €*ere*cftie Risks *€
S**taar€$eF *€se*ser5*s Fm €fue
#j*$ovx* Sasfu"ffiesis?
Essentially, the objective of assessments of
the economic risks in E&P projects is to as-
certain the project's economic viability.
Largely, the anticipated economic viability
of the project depends on the geological
risks (see Section 3.) relating to the project.
The prediction of economic viability, i. e.
the calculation of the expected monetary
value is in simple terms based on the assess-
ments of geologic risks, of the risk money in-
volved, and ofthe present value and net pres-
ent value respectively.
The present value (PV) is, by definition, the
current value of one or more future cash
flows, converted at some appropriate dis-
count rate. The discount rate is used to con-
vert the future value of an income stream to a
present day value (considering inflation,
currency exchange rate etc.). By analogy,
the net present value (NPV) is defined as the
present value of an investment's future net
cash flows minus the initial investment. If
positive, the investment should be made,
otherwise it should not.
Eventually the integration ofthe geological
risk into the economic calculations renders
the expected monetary value (EMV),
whereby, simplified" the NPV is coupled
with the geological risk (POS), which in our
case is .28, whilst the risk money, being sub-
tracted from the NP! is coupled with 1 mi-
nus the geological risk (POS), which in our
case is 0.72.
In our case study, we arrived at an EMV of
2.42 mlllion USD. The result reflects the
probabilities as listed above and is based on a
14.15mill ionUSD NPV which in turn is
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based on a l07o discount rate, on an oil price
recorded in early 2006, and on drilling and
completion costs per well of some 2.0 mil-
lion USD. The risk money is obviously made
up of the drilling costs less completion. Ac-
cording to the definition ofour base case, the
economic calculations refer to developing
and producing a discovery with 2 x l0t mt of
recoverable oil.

S {xwes&cg**s€ ffiE*ks ffiffi* gsev**€-
ffi?ec?e &p€6eex*a*€ **arx
In the late 1 970's, Cozzolino [2, 3] presented
calculations by which the author correlated
the results obtained from basic economic
calculations (see above) with oil companies'
concerns, i. e. investment risks and the im-
pact of economic risks on companies' bud-
gets. Relative to the identified risks related
to E&P activities in a mature basin, we found
the Cozzolino approach very helpful, in pro-
viding guidance for investments in an eco-
nomically potentially risky environment -
with the uncertainty of making profits or
losses
Fundamentally, according to Cozzolino, the
amount of potential profit or loss is related
to the companies'attitude towards taking a
risk. In general, there are three possible cate-
gories of attitude towards the risk: (a) a
risk-neutral attitude, (b) a risk-tolerant atti-
tude, and (c) a risk-averse attitude. Usually,
the majority of company experts are risk
averse and prefer to avoid insecurity (econo-
mists use a marginal utility analysis to ex-
plain why that is so).
Cozzolino derived the so called utility func-
tion ("r"). The first approximation of "r"
function is a reciprocal value of the com-
pany's exploration budget in million USD,
i. e. r: TlannuaI exploration budget. The at-
titude "keeping money" is a stronger moti-
vator than "making profit", or that most peo-
ple would prefer to take a loss by "standing
pat" than to take action which could be
equally non-profitable [5]. In both cases, the
expected value, i. e. probability weighted
value of all possible outcomes, is equal.
Cozzolino's formula [2, 3] is based on the

utility theory to determine the
risk-adjusted value (RAV) by us-
ing the risk-averse function in
Equation 2. It indicates an opti-
mal and consistent investment
level related to the company's
budget and objectives, and to its
chances, risks and rewards. It is a
term synonymous with "certain
equivalent" (CE), which is equal
to the expected value less a risk
discount  or .  s impl i f ied the min i -
mum amount of money some-
body would rather have for cer-
tain, instead of taking some risk.
Rose [10] demonstrated the use
of "r" function in the RAV calcu-
lation, which we adopted in Fig-
ure 4.

RAV = ' r -n-c) + (1 -  p).  n '  ' f

(2)

Where:

R gross reward in million USD
C cost in million USD
p - probability of success

r - risk aversion function in millionths

The example of Figure 4 is relevant for an
expected value ofthe hypothetical prospect
worth 1.76mill ionUSD, and a company's
working interest of 100%. The company
with 200 million USD of annual exoloration
budget is characterized by a RAV of gSU.lt
means that for a risked play or prospect with
the expected value of 1.76mi11ionUSD
such a company may invest up to 95% of the
value of playlprospect (equal to 1.67 mil-
lion USD). However, an annual budget of
0.5 million USD generates a negative RAV
From a mathematical point of view this
means that a small company will only make
the investment if the RAV decreases to some
lower value or via a joint venture with other
(bigger) companies.

5.1 The expected monetary value and
risk-adjusted value of a potential
discovery in the Bjelovar Sub-Basin
The following list displays the basic as-
sumptions employed in our case study:
(1) A company intends to develop a strong

and focused portfolio with the aim of se-
curing long-term reserves growth, part
ofthat being the constant acquisition of
new concesslons

(2) The company scenario is that, within the
Pannonian Basin System, i. e. in the
Bjelovar Sub-Basin, such acquisition
will result in the discovery of new re-
serves by pursuing the concept ofiden-
tifying significant by-passed reserves or
smaller fields

(3) The company prefers pursuing the pro-
ject in ajoint venture. The partner is ex-
pected to be of similar >medium< size.
Jointly the companies have an E&P port-
folio budget of 50 million USD per year.

- !  n lo ' "

EXPECTED VALUE OF VENTURE = $1 76 MI\,4

VENTURE:
R = $10lV1M present value

60% 
\  c=$03N.4N, , i  d ry -ho tecos ts

P =20%

a%

0 . 0 0 5  0 0 2  0 1  0 5  2 0  1 0 0

RISK - AVERSION FACTOR -- "r" (in mill ionths)= 1 / (ann

Fig.4 Exploration budget and RAV ratio [10]
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The targeted Bjelovar Sub-Basin potential
discoveries will be small (2 x 10' m' of re-
coverable oil) andbe characteizedby arela-
tively low geological probability. For that
reason we applied a risk-averse approach for
estimating the financial risk. It includes the
use ofthe exponential utility function as a
special form ofthe utility function described
by Equation (3). This function converts dol-
lars into arbitrary units called >utils< ex-
pressed in risk neutral dollars.

U(x) = nc'(l- e '/n") (3)

Where:

U utility units in million risk neutral USD

x present value ofpotential discovery discounted

with appropriate discount rate

rtc risk averse function or risk tolerance coefficient
("rtc") reflects the company attitude toward risk,

and is represented by an exponential curve

In our calculation, the value of "r" is, as is
commonly the case, set at 1/5 or 1/6 of the
company's net worth [13]. Here the term'net
worth' is considered as the money that the
company could plan to spend in the Bjelovar
Sub-Basin, i. e. 50 million USD, expecting
to gain at least such a profit for all potential
discoveries. Consequently r is l0-.
Our case study calculations gave us
2.52 million USD as EMV (see above) and
U(.x)1 .57 million USD The next step was to
calculate the value ofexpected units or EU :
0.85 using the simple expression
[U(x).POS-(RM.( l-PoS))]. The value RM
is risk money decreased for selected-expo-
nential function shape (here 1.81). The last
step was to calculate a certainty equivalent
(CE) by using Equation 4. Certainty equiva-
lent is the maximal amount of money that a
company is willing to invest in potential dis-
covery.

(  r t  t \
C E ( r r $ t = - r . l n l  l - " "  I  t 4 l

\  r )

The value of CE is 0.85, i. e. 850,000 USD.
This is the risk-free amount, according to
Cozzolino 12,3l afi Rose [10, 11]. From
that calculation it may be concluded that a
company with a 50 million USD E&P bud-
get has good reasons, upon exploring the
proposed prospect with a geological
probability 28Yo (P aleozoic-Middle Miocene
play) at a cost of 850,000 USD, to expect a
potentialprofitof 2.42 million USD (RAV:
35.1%).

Csnel*rsion
This is currently the most comprehensive
workto include regional geological analysis,
geological risk calculation, economical
analysis ofdrilling costs and expected value
of potential discovery, and eventually invest-
ment risk related to the Croatian part of the
Pannonian Basin System, and it is readily
applicable to the Bjelovar Sub-Basin. The
following conclusions can be drawn:
- Based on geological settings of the
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Bjelovar Sub-Basin it could be conjec-
tured that there are still relatively small,
but economically viable, potential discov-
eries present.
The proposed geological database repre-
sents the source of data describing each
play or prospect in the Bj eiovar Sub-Basin.
The five probability classes are selected as
follows: 1.00 (proven geological event),
0.75 (highly reliable predicted), 0.50
(fairly reliable predicted), 0.25 (unreliable
predicted) and 0.05 (missing geological
event).
The Bjelovar Sub-Basin is considered as a
mature petroleumprovince. Due to this the
analysis included the risk-averse ap-
proach, i. e. exponential utility function.

- The utility function was applied to calcu-
late risk neutral dollars which a hlpotheti-
cal company would be willing to spend in
the exploration ofnew discoveries (size 2 x
10'm'of oil equivalent and POS 28.48%;)
consistent with an expected monetary
value (EMV) of 2.42 million USD.

- The amount of 850,000 risk-neutral USD
is estimated as the investment limit for a
company with a 50 million USD budget,
and accompanied by RAV of 35%.

- Most of the methodology utilized in this
article is well known, and can justifiably
be applied to provide a clear evaiuation of
the geological and economical risk in the
Bjelovar Sub-Basin (Northern Croatia),
where a database was collected.

- The relatively small RAV showed that in
smaller mature petroleum provinces such
as the Bjelovar Sub-Basin, the exploration
for the remaining economical reserves de-
mands the joint-venturing of two or more
companies with shared total risk.

- It could be relatively easily modified using
additional geological data and applied in
similar petroleum provinces in the Cro-
atianpart of the Pannonian Basin System.

We would like to thank Dr Ulrich Schmitz (LO&G Con-
sultants), who substantially helped with critical com-
ments and suggestions regarding the overall concise
presentation of our work
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